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moved from the East coast to the West, California because in 1896 a man ... light during the all year-thanks to the weather- to shoot films and a lot of sceneries. 
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Fiches culturelles



CHAPITRE 22



LE CINEMA AMERICAIN In 1895 the French brothers Auguste and Louis Lumière developed the cinematograph. In the 1900s movie companies moved from the East coast to the West, California because in 1896 a man named Harvey Wilcox bought a large field he named Hollywood and laid plans for Prospect Avenue (now Hollywood Boulevard). Film makers found there was enough light during the all year-thanks to the weather- to shoot films and a lot of sceneries. They also moved because Thomas Edison owned almost all the patent relevant to motion picture projection and wanted to enforce them. Hollywood is now the movie capital of the world. MILESTONES First, films were silent, in black and white and lasted about 20 minutes. After World War 1 the European movie industry was disrupted so European - 1891: Thomas Edison artists decided to go to America. So Hollywood was invaded by directors like patented the kinetoscope. Alfred Hitchcock, Ernst Lubitsch, Jean Renoir, actors like Rudolph Valentino, Charlie Chaplin, Marlene Dietrich. - 1895: French brothers Auguste and Louis Lumière developed the cinematograph.



The development of sound films boosted cinema’s popularity and in the 1920s Hollywood produced an average of 800 films a year.



- 1911: Nestor Company opened the first film studio.



Studios controlled the movies they made from the start, the creation, to the end, the distribution in cinemas they owned.



- 1920s beginning of sound movies.



With the end of the silent era new stars appeared like Humphray Bogart or Shirley Temple. Famous writer started to adapt their books in films like Hemingway and Faulker.



- 1950s: beginning of color movies.



The 1930s was the golden age of Hollywood. 400 films were shot a year and 90m Americans went to cinemas every week. There were comedies, cartoons, western, musicals, thrillers and the most famous films of this era were King Kong (1933), Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) the first Disney movie. During the Second World War the American government used the industry of cinema as a tool for patriotism. Actors and actresses also took part in the war effort by being a soldier or visiting them on the front line to boost moral.



The 1950s were shaken by the use of color in movies. Those years also saw the investigation of the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) looking for communist sympathizers in Hollywood who were blacklisted or left for Europe like Charlie Chaplin. To fight television, the movie industry has to adapt and new technologies like Cinemascope or Cinerama were launched. Blockbuster movies (films with over $100m in ticket sales, $200m since 2000) appeared like Star Wars (1977), Jaws of Steven Spielberg and Coppola’s The Godfather and became popular. Each year the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Science grants its Academy Awards, popularly called Oscars, during a red-carpet ceremony televised around the world.
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a dairy farm : une exploitation laitiÃ¨re ... animal abuse : la maltraitance des animaux fair trade ... animals and there is an need of these resources all over the.
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The Spanish government threatened Brexit because he considers Gibraltar as a part of. Spain, but it secured an agreement about this issue. * On the 25th of July ...
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exists, the fact that humanity has to act now is not questionable anymore. Three main scales of action can be distinguished. The larger and most important scale.
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The legal vocabulary also changed : Â«houses of correctionÂ» for Â«prisonsÂ» and especially. Â«undocumented aliensÂ» for Â«illegal immigrantsÂ», which no longer deal ...
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21 DON'T BEAT YOURSELVES UP ABOUT HOW MUCH TV YOUR KIDS WATCH .... Yet for the first time in a century, the decline has reversed. Across Western Europe, once-populous hamlets like NÃ¢ves are challenging policymakers to ... governments, the response o
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Apr 30, 2018 - The school shooting that took place in Parkland, Florida, earlier this year launched a new generation of gun control activists, inspired walkouts ...
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I have worked as a book cover designer, been the opening manager for ... no replies to many job applications I was forced for financial reasons to take this role.
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Sep 22, 2017 - ... partnership with business, to exclude slavery and forced labour from national ... It acknowledges the importance of better protection for groups that suffer ... threat to security and law enforcement cooperation across Europe, ...
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government's sole language. Nowadays, immigrants originate from the developing world of Asia and Latin America. MILESTONES. -Â« E Pluribus Unum Â» refers ...
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Nov 16, 2017 - often to the detriment of the hero. ... If that vision becomes reality, perhaps the most crucial question will be whether robots can be taught how to.
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Jun 10, 2017 - As with car accidents or cyber-attacks, perfect security is unattainable. But an ... Regulation that requires lots of staff to take down offensive posts will most hurt small startups ... it first, figure out the rules laterâ€�. However
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-Labour Party: Clement Attlee, Tony Blair, Gordon Brown. After Cromwell's revolution, there were two principal Parties: the Court Party (the Tory Party, supported ...
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May 12, 2017 - The FBI and the Senate and House intelligence committees are each ... Flynn has been accused by senior lawmakers on Capitol Hill of ...
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Theresa May, anti-slavery crusader? Her craven quest for trade deals suggests not. The Guardian, Friday 22 September 2017. Theresa May has used the 2017 ...
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General Bibliography. â€œAs, painfully to pore upon a book. To seek the light of truth while truth the while. Doth falsely blind the eyesight of his look. Light, seeking ...
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The daily and Sunday press, some existing for over 150 years, generate most of the sales for the written press and is separated along socio-â€�economic and ...
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Dutch Law Would Allow Assisted Suicide for. Healthy Older ... far with a proposed law that would allow people ... and reduced mobility, and who have a sense of.
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*If we do this wrong, the technology providers could end up destroying hundreds of millions of jobs |. ... can now contribute, no matter how little, to all walks of life. It Seems to be a ... who are more than happy to make a bit of money on the side
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Dec 19, 2017 - un article paru dans Music Radar le 6 fÃ©vrier 2017. L'ordre dans lequel se prÃ©sentent les documents est alÃ©atoire. THIS NEXT. SONG AIMS TO.
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New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint ... Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, ...
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1820 (to 1920). 1848. 1870. 1892 (to 1954). (Economic hardships, unemployment or famine provoke the immigration in the 19th century). â€¢ Over 39M Hispanic-â€� ...
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the acronym Ocean. Many respondents who took the quiz through the myPersonality app authorized it to gain access to their Facebook profile data, and that of ...
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2015: Renewable Revolution. Vocabulary and definitions: â€¢ Energy-efficient â€“ Ã‰conomique en Ã©nergie. â€¢ To curb pollution â€“ RÃ©duire la pollution. â€¢ Dam â€“ ...
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had persuaded another to commit suicide. -â€�1935:Dr Harold Blazer charged with killing his daughter suffering from meningitis. -â€�1985: Karen Ann Quinlan died ...
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